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Handbook of Power System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Maintaining the reliable and efficient generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power is of the utmost importance in a world where electricity is the inevitable means of energy acquisition, transportation, and utilization, and the principle mode of communicating media. Our modern society is entirely dependent on electricity, so...
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Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny. Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving trends in architecture planning, administration, and management....
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Expert F# 3.0Apress, 2012

	Expert F# 3.0 is about practical programming in a beautiful language that puts the power and elegance of data-rich functional programming into the hands of professional developers. In combination with .NET, F# achieves unrivaled levels of programmer productivity and program clarity.

	

	Expert F# 3.0 is:
...
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Mechanical Engineer's Handbook (Engineering)Academic Press, 2001
The Mechanical Engineer's Handbook was developed and written specifically to fill a need for mechanical engineers and mechanical engineering students throughout the world. With over 1000 pages, 550 illustrations, and 26 tables the Mechanical Engineer's Handbook is very comprehensive, yet affordable, compact, and...
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Steel Designers' ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	At the instigation of the Iron and Steel Federation, the late Bernard Godfrey began
	work in 1952 on the first edition of the Steel Designers’ Manual. As principal author
	he worked on the manuscript almost continuously for a period of two years. On
	many Friday evenings he would meet with his co-authors, Charles Gray, Lewis Kent...
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Mining and Control of Network Traffic by Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	As other complex systems in social and natural sciences as well as in engineering, the Internet is hard to understand from a technical point of view. Packet switched networks defy analytical modeling. The Internet is an outstanding and challenging case because of its fast development, unparalleled heterogeneity and the inherent lack of...
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Baroclinic Tides: Theoretical Modeling and Observational EvidenceCambridge University Press, 2005

	This book was first published in 2005. When an oceanic tidal wave that is primarily active on the water surface passes an ocean shelf or a region with a seamount, it is split into a less energetic surface wave and other internal modes with different wavelengths and propagation speeds. This cascading process, from the barotropic tides to the...
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Aging: Lifestyles, Work, and MoneyGreenwood Press, 2005

	From politics to popular culture, baby boomers exert a profound impact on America. As they enter middle age and retirement, this generation, unprecedented in size, will confront a vast new realm of problems, choices, and decisions. Their needs will make the graying of America the most significant demographic event of our time. As a resource...
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.NET-A Complete Development CycleAddison Wesley, 2003
"The authors excel in presenting all aspects of the .NET  development cycle in a format accessible to the beginner, and as a primer and  reference for the experienced developer. This book is not only educational and  informative, but working through it is fun!" 
—Dr. Oliver Downs, Chief  Scientist, Analytical...
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Coping with Uncertainty: Modeling and Policy IssuesSpringer, 2006
Uncertainties and risks have always been, and will remain, present; both in everybody’s life and in policy making. This presence is not always recognized because humans tend to perceive the world in a deterministic way, and in most cases succeed in somehow dealing with uncertainties. However, ignoring uncertainties often results in serious...
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Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet Filtering (Information Revolution and Global Politics)MIT Press, 2008
This book is a testament to collaboration. About five years ago, it became clear to several of us—at the University of Cambridge, Harvard Law School, and the University of Toronto—that we might accomplish more by working together, across institutions and continents, than we could by going it alone. Since that time, the Oxford Internet...
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Investment Manager Analysis: A Comprehensive Guide to Portfolio Selection, Monitoring and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Investment Manager Analysis provides readers with a broad framework that covers the investment manager due diligence process from initial screening to analytical techniques, interviewing skills, and legal and contract negotiations. As it guides the reader through the selection process, it clearly demonstrates a variety of mechanisms for...
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